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General-All project documents including contract documents, drawings, and specifications, shall remain unchanged with the exception of those elements added, revised, deleted, or clarified by this addendum.
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2-1 Questions and Answers
Questions and Answers

Q1: How many Kaplan Students?

A1: There are 230 students in Kaplan.

Q2: How many ATEP students?

A2: Per First Class Vending, ATEP has always had a separate contract and currently runs through August 1, 2016 and these machines are marginally profitable.

Q3: Can you define which vendor is responsible for the satellite room and ice supplies?

A3: What is the satellite room? There is a faculty lounge in BSTIC, which has one beverage and one food vending machine as well as some microwaves. The vendors are responsible for their respective vending machine, but nothing else at this point. As for ice supplies, the college owns the ice maker in the cafeteria. Repair and maintenance responsibilities are outlined in the contract.

Q4: How many of the vending machines and coffee carts are profitable, not losing money?

A4: First Class Vending identified two of the five vending machines as not profitable, but overall they are in the black.

Q5: Agreement Review section – Any chance you can tell me what you are expecting in this section. If we agree with the items in the section do we simply state we are ok?

A5: It is agreeable to indicate the contract, as is, is acceptable.